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CORAVEL Sorting Machine
Sorting all kinds of nut kernels

Large:

Throughput per hour:

1000 kg hazelnuts

800 kg pistachios

1000 kg almonds

800 kg walnuts

SORTING ALL KINDS OF NUT KERNELS:

 

 

PistachiosHazelnuts Almonds

Walnuts Macadamias Peanuts

Small:

Throughput per hour:

330 kg hazelnuts

260 kg pistachios

330 kg almonds

260 kg walnuts

TWO MACHINE SIZES:
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CORAVEL Sorting Machine
Sorting all kinds of nut kernels

Main difference to other sorters:

The machine combines three techniques in one machine. The Coravel’s core technique is 
ultrasound. The machine measures with sensors the surface property of the product.

The machine is mainly used for nuts such as hazelnuts for example. Nuts have a soft 
surface while foreign bodies such as hazelnut shell parts, wood, stones, metal, glas, hard 
plastic have a hard surface. The machine detects 99,9% of all hard foreign bodies within 
nut kernels with ultrasound technique. 

In addition a sieving function and air–sifting helps the user getting rid of light foreign 
bodies such as dust, light plastic, strings of jute bags etc and small product components. 
The sieves can be adjusted in size to the customers specifications. 

Ultrasound sorting is especially interesting for nut sorting as it still finds hard foreign bodies 
that optical sorters don’t find in many factories worldwide. 

The Coravel machine is easy to start and to use. There is no complex IT know-how 
necessary which is a high advantage for people working in production.

The machine can be easily used with different nut types. Within 3 minutes the machine 
adjusts to the new product flow by itself due to artificial intelligence / autocalibration.

There is no previous false negative programming necessary for bad objects as in optical 
systems.

The machine is easy to integrate in existing production lines in tight spaces.

Cleaning and maintenance of the machine is easy compared to optical systems.
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1. AIR SIFTING
Natural products often contain foreign 
bodies such as:

•dust
•packing material
•paper
•pieces of foil and 
•short threads etc 

Despite air sifting by the supplier, these 
foreign bodies often find their way to the 
product during transportation or when 
opening transport packaging. 

Example of foreign bodies:

The CORAVEL machine combines three sorting functions: AIR SIFTING, SIEVING and
ULTRASOUND DETECTION in one machine.

CORAVEL Sorting Machine
Three sorting techniques in one machine

During transportation the raw product
components rub against each other. The
resulting "dust" can be problematic during
subsequent processing stages, since it
results in soiling and dirtying of the plant.

The Coravel Sorting Machine removes
these foreign bodies and dust by means of
air extraction before all subsequent
cleaning stages. The air extraction is
placed above the conveyor belt.
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2. SIEVING
The raw product often contains small parts
such as:

•small pieces of shell
•paper clips
•nails
•stones
•screws
•screw nuts
•splinter of wood
•glass splinters
•wire or small product pieces etc

Examples of foreign bodies:

CORAVEL Sorting Machine
Three sorting techniques in one machine

After the air-extraction stage the product
enters the swing-table in its second stage.
Here it first passes over two special sieves.
Without loosing any of the product
components, the openings in the sieves
are wide enough to sieve out small, long
foreign bodies and product pieces.

In moving from the first sieve to the second
sieve the position of each of the product
components is altered. In the new position
the product is again passed over a similar
sieve. This optimizes the efficiency of the
sieve stage.
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The CORAVEL machine combines three sorting functions: AIR SIFTING, SIEVING and
ULTRASOUND DETECTION in one machine.



3. ULTRASOUND SORTING
During the third inspection with ultrasound the
product components are transported over three
sensor rails, one after another. In contact with
metal, every product produces a characteristic
noise. The noise produced is analyzed and
monitored by a signal processor. The processor
compares it with a limit value. If the limit value is
exceeded, a foreign body has been detected and
will be ejected.

Due to AUTOCALIBRATION the Coravel
Sorting Machine automatically adapts
to changes in the raw product and can
sort all kinds of nut kernels.

With our ultrasound technique hard foreign bodies
are reliably detected such as:

•shell parts
•uncracked nuts
•nuts with rests of shell
•stones
•metal
•glass
•plastic parts etc

Raw signal of the sensor

Signal of the raw product and foreign body

CORAVEL Sorting Machine
Three sorting techniques in one machine
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High-end quality results:
Coravel detects and sorts out the last
single shell part in one ton of nut
kernels.

The CORAVEL machine combines three sorting functions: AIR SIFTING, SIEVING and
ULTRASOUND DETECTION in one machine.



The material is fed into the machine via a feed hopper. The product is then transported by
a short conveyor belt to the swing-table. The low-weight parts are removed in this stage
by the air-extractor. The oscillating-table transports the material over the sieve and the
ultrasound sensors. From the oscillating-table the material enters the ejector tracks. Any
foreign bodies found at the ultrasound stage are air-ejected at the end of the ejector tracks
and are removed via the discharge hopper.

CORAVEL Sorting Machine
Three sorting techniques in one machine
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From construction to commissioning and beyond, you will be accompanied expertly by
our competent team of experienced engineers and machine builders.
successfully take them to the commissioning stage and beyond.

•Service on site worldwide
•Remote diagnosis via internet
•Remote maintenance via internet
•Ensuring the prompt delivery of important spare parts
•Updates of hard- und software
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SERVICE

CORAVEL Sorting Machine
Three sorting techniques in one machine



• With the Coravel you receive high-end quality results: Coravel detects and sorts out the
last single shell part in one ton of nut kernels

• The Coravel finds 99,9% of all hard foreign bodies by ultrasound technique

• Up to three sorting techniques in one machine possible (ultrasound, air-sifting and sieving)

• Advantage for people who work in production: Easy to start and to use: no complex IT
know-how necessary

• Can be easily used with different nut types

• Within 3 minutes the machine adjusts to the new product flow by itself due to artificial
intelligence / autocalibration

• No previous false negative programming for bad objects as in optical systems

• Easy to integrate in existing production lines in tight spaces

• Easy cleaning compared to optical systems

• Low maintenance costs due to robust construction (our machines run in factories without
any change of major components for decades)

• Flexible service on site in German or English language / remote service if desired

• Competitve prices which are also possible due to our flexible project type of working
without large overheads and sales staff motivated by bonus

• We do extensive testing in our workshop with our customer’s products and foreign bodies
without of charge and find the best individual solution for our customers which leads to
long-term satisfactory relationships

• Helms Technologie’s product portfolio also includes optical RGB and NIR as well as x-ray
sorters and thus can offer you the full range of sorting technology.

• With our state-of-the-art technology you boost product value that justifies higher product
sales prices

• Food safety: Contribution to the accomplishment of regulations of the legislation of the
European Union

CORAVEL Sorting Machine
WHY TO ADD THE CORAVEL SORTING MACHINE 
TO YOUR PRODUCTION LINE?
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For more than two decades our machines have been working successfully in the factories
of some of the largest food and confectionery manufacturers worldwide.

Some of our customers:

CORAVEL Sorting Machine
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HOW TO FIND US
You will find us in the heart of the 
center of Ahrensburg Germany. From 
Hamburg Airport you can reach us by car in 
about 30 minutes driving time. From the 
station „Gartenholz“ you can take the bus 
169 in 8 minutes drive to the stop “An der 
Strusbek Süd” and from there we are within 
walking distance.

ABOUT US
For more than two decades, we have been 
developing and constructing innovative 
systems for quality control for well-known 
companies in the food and confectionery 
industry worldwide.

More information: Please have a look at our 
website: www.helms-technologie.de

Helms Technologie GmbH
Coravel sorting machine –
made in Germany
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HELMS TECHNOLOGIE GMBH

An der Strusbek 8d

22926 Ahrensburg

Germany

Tel: + 49 (0) 4102-2225-0

Fax: + 49 (0) 4102-2225-8

Email: info@helms-technologie.de

Internet: www.helms-technologie.de


